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APPRENTICESHIP IS THE 

foundation upon which our 

unions are built. Historically, 

many of our Building 

Trades apprentices have 

learned and practised 

their skills under a 

“master tradesperson,” 

until they, too, became 

skilled at their craft. This 

passing on of master 

skills or “apprenticeships” 

has existed for almost 4,000 years. In ancient societies, 

craftsmen were often slaves, but during the years of the 

Roman Empire (1st to 5th centuries) craftsmen began to 

organize into independent collegia 

(professional associations) with the 

purpose of upholding the standards 

of their trades.

In Western Europe around the 

13th century, similar organizations 

began to appear as “craft guilds”. 

Guild members, who were master 

craftsmen, were responsible for all 

aspects of their trade (quality control, 

production, working conditions). 

An “apprentice” completed their 

training (about seven years) under 

the supervision of a guild member, 

often working and living in the 

master craftsman’s home. They were 

provided food, shelter and training in exchange for labour 

and the craftsman’s family became the apprentice’s second 

family. Once training was completed, the “apprentice” was 

permitted to become a guild member.¹

This similar method of training found its way to other 

trades and occupations. Universities used the same concept 

in developing “master’s” degrees, while guild systems were 

also used in medicine and law, where students worked 

closely alongside their master professional.

This proven framework, deeply rooted in tradition, has 

been supported and advanced by our Building Trades 

unions for many years through our top-notch apprenticeship 

programs. Millions of dollars are spent collectively by our 

various unions to support apprenticeship training. It is no 

surprise that our programs are the envy of the industry and 

the standard by which others are measured. We, as Building 

Trades unions, have set the bar. 

In 1991, I was given an opportunity to start an 

apprenticeship through the United Association Local 170 

and specifically with the Piping Industry Apprenticeship 

Board, to whom I was indentured. I served as an apprentice 

for just under five years and was exposed to all aspects of 

construction, from residential to commercial, industrial and 

manufacturing. This journey included a series of learning 

opportunities and growth that has followed me to this day. It 

has often been said that without making mistakes, it is hard 

to learn the correct way to do things. I was lucky to work 

alongside some great journeypersons and mentors who 

through correction and example, passed on their skill and 

experience to me.

While we have a duty as union 

members to pass on our training and 

skills to the next generation, we also 

recognize that when it comes to our 

standard of work, it is crucial that 

our future journeypersons are safe, 

productive and efficient. Continuing 

to be leaders in apprenticeship and 

setting the bar of true craftsmanship 

has never been more important. Our 

industry is under constant pressures 

to reduce costs, cut corners and 

lower standards. 

Apprenticeship is certainly 

changing by the day with online 

learning, practical assessments and the introduction of tech 

to the jobsites. This year in particular our trainers rose to the 

challenge with the far-reaching effects of COVID-19 and the 

necessary push to provide online content and the delivery 

of practical assessments to smaller groups. We, as Building 

Trades unions, continue to adapt and ensure we are on 

the leading edge of these new technologies and training 

methods. 

Apprenticeship is the backbone of the Building Trades. 

Investing and promoting apprenticeships preserves our 

craft, ensures the safety and prosperity of our workforce and 

places our contractors in a better position to secure future 

work for our members.

“Investing and promoting 
apprenticeships preserves 
our craft, ensures the 
safety and prosperity of 
our workforce and places 
our contractors in a better 
position to secure future 
work for our members.”

President’s Message
By Al Phillips
President

Apprenticeship and what it means to the union movement

¹ britannica.com

https://www.britannica.com/topic/craft-guild
https://www.britannica.com/topic/guild-trade-association
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Apprenticeship and what it means to the union movement

Executive Director’s Message
Construction workers gain a voice in Victoria
By Andrew Mercier
Executive Director

IT IS WITH A HEAVY HEART 

that I announce that this is my 

final column in Tradetalk. 

On Oct. 24, 2020, I was 

elected as the Member of the 

Legislative Assembly for the 

constituency of Langley — my 

hometown. 

There are critical, defining, 

moments in everyone’s lives 

and my time at the Building 

Trades had its fair share. I was 

on the job for three months when the COVID-19 pandemic 

shook our world and I cannot think of a better place to have 

been. It is easy now to forget the scale of the panic in the early 

days of the pandemic, 

but the Building Trades 

reacted to the changed 

circumstances with grit 

and determination and 

the industry is better 

for it.

The work that we 

did during those early 

days, chronicled in a 

previous issue of this 

magazine, wouldn’t 

have happened if it 

wasn’t for the solidarity 

between our affiliate 

unions and our ability 

to work together in the 

interests of Building 

Trades members and 

construction workers 

more generally. I have 

no doubt that the work 

we did will serve as 

critical building blocks 

for future construction 

site safety advocacy. 

During this time, 

thanks to the work of 

an incredible staff at 

the Building Trades 

office, we were able to continue to work on the priorities of 

the Council: expanding Community Benefits Agreements, 

making sure we are a part of the growing LNG sector, and 

ensuring skills training opportunities for the next generation of 

apprentices.

I look forward to moving into my new role as the MLA 

for Langley. I began my political activism over a decade 

ago when I was a shop steward and rank-and-file member 

of Building Trades affiliate Teamsters Local 213. Since that 

time, my involvement in the labour movement grew as did 

my involvement in my local community — for me they were 

always two sides of the same coin.

It has been an honour to serve working people as the 

executive director of the Building Trades, and it will continue 

to be an honour to serve working people in my new role. 

Executive director Andrew Mercier is off 
to Victoria after his successful campaign 
in Langley PHOTO KATE MAKAROW
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NDP’s re-election 

By Brynn Bourke 

Senior Director of Engagement

is a victory for 
construction workers

THIS FALL, BRITISH COLUMBIANS WENT TO THE POLLS 

AND OVERWHELMINGLY RE-ELECTED THE BC NDP. 

This election was important in many ways. First and 

foremost, it was conducted during a pandemic. While this 

changed how British Columbians voted (mail-in ballots and 

advanced voting were at all-time highs), it also changed the 

stakes on what we were voting for.

All political parties had the scope to launch aggressive, 

big-ticket platforms, the size and scale of which we haven’t 

seen since the economic expansion post-World War II.

The results are specifically important for the Building 

Trades because the BC NDP platform is filled with big 

commitments that effect construction workers. These 

include:

• a continued commitment to Community 

Benefits Agreements

• investments in apprenticeships and restoring 

compulsory trades

• building on the National Shipbuilding Strategy to 

leverage long-term work in B.C.

• increases to workplace safety inspections

• improvements to Employment Standards and ensuring 

every worker has the right to join a union

The BC NDP also committed to investing an additional one 

per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) into a Recovery 

Investment Fund that will deliver $3 billion annually in 

infrastructure funding – above and beyond the existing $23 

billion in new capital commitments over three years. 

These dollars will fund the SkyTrain extension to Langley, 

the Massey Tunnel replacement project and hospitals in 

Cloverdale, Cowichan, Richmond and other communities 

across the province.

BC Building Trades unions mobilized during the campaign. 

Members volunteered their time putting up election signs for 

NDP candidates, calling voters and dropping leaflets. 

On Election Day, the BC NDP was leading in 55 seats 

compared to the BC Liberals at 29 and the BC Greens at 3. 

And one of those seats went to one of our own. 

BCBT executive director Andrew Mercier was elected as 

the Member of the Legislative Assembly for Langley. Mercier 

got his start as a driver with Teamsters Local 213 and kept 

strong ties to his union while he attending law school. He 

returned to the Teamsters as their in-house counsel, before 

joining the Building Trades in 2019.

We are all personally very proud and happy for Mercier, as 

his election brings an important voice to the B.C. government. 

The Building Trades has not had a member sit as part of a 

government caucus since Fred Randall from IUOE 115 served 

as MLA in Burnaby-Edmonds from 1991-2001.

The BC NDP’s re-election means that for four more years, 

we will have government that supports our members’ jobs, 

their safety and security and now, the perspective of a 

construction worker at the table.

IBEW 213 electrician Becky Lupton 
fields questions from Premier John 
Horgan during a Faceboook live 
event about her work at Seaspan 

building boats. PHOTO BC NDP

DC38 business manager 
Dan Jajic was proud to 
support incumbent NDP 
MLA Bob D’Eith in his riding. 

PHOTO DC38

PHOTO BC NDP



OTTAWA’S NATIONAL Shipbuilding 

Strategy is generating jobs and training 

for skilled maritime workers as the once-

threatened industry continues its dramatic 

recovery. 

Seaspan Shipyards’ delivery of its third 

offshore science vessel to the Canadian 

Coast Guard in early October dramatically 

emphasized the rebirth of the West Coast 

industry.

Having Provincial Health Officer 

Dr. Bonnie Henry break a bottle of 

champagne on the bow of the CCGS John 

Cabot at its launch at Seaspan’s North 

Vancouver shipyard was the crowning 

touch to celebrate the shipyard’s recovery 

during the international health and 

economic crises.

The John Cabot, the CCGS Capt. 

Jacques Cartier and the CCGS Sir John 

Franklin had all been built and delivered in 

15 months from the rejuvenated shipyard 

that had sprung back to life, employing 

1,200 workers on the coast guard vessels.

IBEW Business Representative Phil 

Venoit was part of the lobbying effort that 

saved the West Coast shipbuilding industry 

when it looked like British Columbia would 

be shut out of the National Shipbuilding 

Strategy.

“The shipbuilding industry in B.C, in the 

early 2000s was on its knees, taking its 

last breath without a life preserver around 

them. They were treading water with the 

understanding that sooner or later they 

were just going to go under,” Venoit said.

The jobs and training provided by the 

National Shipbuilding Strategy revitalized 

the fading industry. And there was more 

good news in October when the BC NDP 

announced a long-term B.C. shipbuilding 

strategy for the province, promising to 

fight to bring construction of Canada’s 

next Polar icebreaker to B.C. shipyards, 

potentially creating up to 1,400 jobs.

“If the work goes away for a generation 

or two or three, those workers will go with 

it. And at some point, the specialization 

will disappear and the shipbuilding will not 

be able to survive, because they do not 

have the intellectual capital that goes with 

those workers,” Venoit said.

“There is still plenty of work to do to 

ensure that the shipbuilding industry is 

successful, but meanwhile that federal 

injection of cash has resulted in jobs for 

the marine industry and it is continuing to 

provide good solid apprenticeships and a 

bright future for those apprentices,” Venoit 

said.

“It has gone from a shipyard that quite 

frankly was going to close to a shipyard 

that won the opportunity to be part of 

this National Shipbuilding Strategy, to be 

a preferred provider,” said International 

Association of Machinists and Aerospace 

Dr. Bonnie Henry launches future CCGS 

John-Cabot at Seaspan Shipyards

Riding a wave of work
 National Shipbuilding Strategy revitalizes industry

By David Hogben
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Workers business representative Walter 

Gerlach. “They were actually considering 

closing the yard completely.

“The National Shipbuilding Strategy has 

taken our shipyard from a workplace that 

was quite cyclical in the nature of its work 

and has created a much more stable work 

environment in regards to cycling in and 

out of the workplace. That is the biggest 

impact.”

The federal government announced 

the National Shipbuilding Strategy in 

2010, saying it would modernize Canadian 

shipyards, create jobs and build ships for 

the Royal Canadian Navy and the Canadian 

Coast Guard.

Seaspan’s Floating 

Repair Facility

1
apprentice

BY THE NUMBERS

* February 2020 data

Vancouver Shipyards

83
apprentices

Vancouver Drydock

4
apprentices

Victoria Shipyards 

224 
apprentices

Seaspan was selected as the West Coast builder in 2011. Now that the three 

coast guard science vessels are complete, attention has turned to the first of 

two larger Joint Support Ships that Seaspan is building for the navy.

The impact on employment was dramatic.

“You went from a shipyard that had maybe 150 people cycling in and out of 

it to a shipyard that has about 1,000 workers. We are talking about the on-the-

tools workers,” said Gerlach.

The national shipbuilding strategy produced a training bonanza for maritime 

trades, and many members of B.C. Building Trades affiliates. A total of 312 

apprentices were working at Seaspan’s various shipbuilding sites in and around 

Vancouver and Victoria in February 2020.

A Deloitte LLP report from February 2020 found the National Shipbuilding 

Strategy investment in Seaspan from 2012 to 2019 had resulted in:

$311M in direct labour income;

$526M in indirect labour income; and

$185M in investment in modernizing the Seaspan shipyards.

That investment in modernizing the West Coast Seaspan shipyards caused 

the National Defence Review to state: “It is now one of the best capitalized and 

most modern shipyards in North America, with excess capacity and capability to 

deliver the entire NSS non-combat program of work, and that includes the Polar 

Icebreaker.”

A spokesman for the federal government said Seaspan Vancouver Shipyards 

had received more than $4.3 billion in funding — 25 per cent — of all NSS 

contracts completed by the end of June 2020.

‘GOOD UNION JOBS WITH 
BENEFITS AND PENSIONS’
IBEW Local 213 Assistant Business Manager Mandeep Saggu said the slump in 

the West Coast shipbuilding industry before the national shipbuilding strategy 

meant there were fewer and fewer electricians with marine experience.

“With this shipbuilding strategy, a lot of folks were able to shift from 

construction over to the marine side and to have the potential of a really long 

career doing that type of work.” That resulted in some 232 electricians working 

at Seaspan during the peak of construction of the three offshore science 

vessels. 

The shipbuilding boom came at a time the union was losing aging skilled 

members.

“The folks that we did have with experience were getting close to retirement. 

We were definitely going to lose some of that experience when they did retire 

and lose the ability to have our apprentices mentored by those folks.”

Although there was a lull after the third science vessel was completed, it was 

not expected to last long.
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“By 2022, we should be close to 300 electricians on site,” 

Saggu said.

And the future looks bright for the next 20 to 30 years.

“Good union jobs, with benefits and pensions. The 

members working on these projects are going to be set up 

well for their careers and up to retirement and post-retirement 

for the amount of pension contributions going in for them,” 

said Saggu.

United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the 

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry (UA) Local 324 business 

manager Jim Noon said the National Shipbuilding Strategy 

had a dramatic impact on his membership since its members 

put the finishing touches on the first science vessel at the 

Victoria shipyard.

“They would be finishing the pipe supports on some of the 

equipment and piping. They would also be doing some of the 

labelling on the piping. They would also be doing testing on 

the systems, the hydraulics and pneumatic systems,” Noon 

“It is now one of the best capitalized and most modern 
shipyards in North America, with excess capacity and 
capability to deliver the entire NSS non-combat program of 
work, and that includes the Polar Icebreaker.”

said. “That was their job to make sure the vessel was ready for 

sea trials.”

Local 324 has a lot of members close to retirement age as 

well, so they are training as many apprentices as possible. 

Of the 60 members working at the peak, about a third were 

apprentices.

“It’s important that we get more and more apprentices 

involved into the trade to make sure that we do not find 

ourselves in a deficiency upon retirement of our members.”

UA Local 170 steamfitter and shop steward Alastair Priestly 

said things have really changed with the National Shipbuilding 

Strategy.

“Right now, we probably have 10 to 12 apprentices. Some 

at school, some working, a very good opportunity to learn the 

trade,” Priestly said. “In the last four-and-a-half to five years, 

it has ramped up quite a bit, and we are expecting it to grow 

even more so.”

Prior to the National Shipbuilding Strategy, jobs were scarce.

“Oh goodness, maybe 10 to 15 pipefitters. There were a 

handful of apprentices. Most of the work was at the dry dock,” 

said Priestly.

STABILITY AND AN 
AMAZING CAREER
Becky Lupton, a journey electrician at Seaspan for four years, 

says the steady work that came with the National Shipbuilding 

Strategy allows her to help her family through tough times.

Before hiring on at Seaspan, she worked as an electrician at 

hydro power substations, water treatment plants and fast food 

restaurants.

The work was interesting, but when a project ended, she 

was scrambling to find another job, and that was stressful.

“I had just moved into my condo where I had a mortgage,” 

she said of one layoff.

Then, with Seaspan expanding its workforce, she was hired 

on.

“For me, the stability was amazing. It has given me the 

capacity to move from a condo to a townhouse.”

When a family member needed help, Lupton’s steady job 

allowed her to help out.

“I could say: ‘Don’t worry about where you are going to stay, 

you can come and stay with me for a while’.”

And it’s not just the pay, Lupton said: shipbuilding is a 

fascinating career.

“I think I do want to do this forever. It is a bit of a niche, but it 

— National Defence Review
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is certainly one that I enjoy.

“The fantastic part about ships is that they are very 

complex and they are all a little bit different so you are 

never going to run out of new things to learn about and 

expand your knowledge.”

Moving into maritime electrical work required Lupton to 

learn maritime terminology, various rules and signals. 

“As much as electricity is homogenous regardless of 

where it is supplied, it functions differently on a ship.”

She said Seaspan is a welcoming environment for women 

and people of colour.

SEASPAN IS A GREAT 
PLACE TO GROW
Steamfitter and pipefitter apprentice Adam August had just 

written his Red Seal exam the day he was interviewed by 

Tradetalk.

“It felt real good. I did a refresher course, lots of studying 

and I did not get my usual test anxiety,” August said.

August, a First Nations member of the Sechelt band, was 

working in residential and industrial plumbing and heating 

until the work ran out.

“I went in and took a course at BCIT for shipbuilding 

repair and my instructors were the ones that introduced 

me to Seaspan. So when I finished the course, I sent in my 

resume and I got hired. I have been there now for just over 

five years.”

Married and the father of four, August depends on the 

steady paycheque, but he’s also fascinated with the 

shipbuilding industry and wants to move up the ladder to 

area manager.

“It is amazing. Just from watching the metal coming into 

the yard, being welded, being formed, being fabricated. 

Everything from being flat, being pipe, into being built into 

these boats. Seeing all of that and being part of it is an 

amazing experience,” August said.

“I would like to grow with Seaspan. I want to get my 

Red Seal and work my way up.”

August tests the bulkheads to make certain they will 

stand the rigors needed on an ocean-going vessel.

Overall, he says Seaspan has been a great place to be 

an apprentice.

“I would say Seaspan is one of the top places for an 

apprentice to work, for an apprentice to grow.”

Becky Lupton PHOTO BY BC NDP
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In Canada, First Nations’ long, proud history 

as ironworkers reaches back to the 1880s 

when men from the Iroquois Confederacy 

were hired to build the Victoria Bridge 

across the Saint Lawrence River for the Canadian Pacific Railway.

In B.C., First Nations ironworkers were a part of the 

Depression-era construction of the Lions Gate Bridge that 

connected Vancouver and North Vancouver.

Ironworkers Local 97 training co-ordinator Derek Dinzey 

says the union is proud of the large numbers of First Nations 

members, and their accomplishments, but says the credit for 

that goes to the workers.

“The way that we get so many First Nations members out 

here is word of mouth. Nobody ever picks a trade that they 

haven’t been told about,” Dinzey said.

With the Lions Gate Bridge, attracting skilled First Nations 

workers was partly due to geography.

“Because that one end is on First Nations land, I know that 

we did have quite a few First Nations on that project,” Dinzey 

explained.

A current example of that word-of-mouth communication is 

in and around the Village of Chase, B.C., about 50 kilometres 

northeast of Kamloops.

“Think we have got 10 to 12 First Nations ironworkers from 

Chase,” Dinzey said.

With a First Nations population of only a few thousand, 

having 10 or 12 ironworkers is something remarkable.

“We have got a very prominent ironworker from Chase and 

he has brought a lot of people with him.”

Local 97 member Benny Anthony was moving back to the 

Chase area after working in Manitoba when Tradetalk reachedhim.

“The whole plan is to be more community-oriented, to go full 

circle and move back to my home area,” he said.

Anthony was studying to be a social worker after graduating 

from high school about 25 years ago.

He took a summer job as a non-union ironworker in 

Vancouver after he found the classroom stifling.

About 10 years later, a friend helped him get a union job. 

Since then, Anthony has been encouraging others to follow.

“I have always helped people get jobs, to come and work 

with me, First Nations and non-natives. There was a younger 

generation in my community that I started bringing into this 

craft.”

Helping others along — though not as a social worker — 

came naturally to Anthony.

“A lot of them I knew growing up. I used to be a youth 

counsellor. I used to organize youth programs, camping trips, 

just setting up programs.”

He says the most important thing he looks for in a potential 

ironworker is attitude.

His family, friends and fellow Local 97 members come from 

the Neskonlith, Adams Lake and Little Shuswap bands.

Anthony has done a lot of work for Harris Rebar, which 

employs many First Nations workers. He says the looming 

shortage of skilled trades people means it is a good time 

for him to up his game, and bring more First Nations into 

ironworking.

“I have the young generation phoning me all the time 

looking for an opportunity. A lot of these guys want a different 

chance and a different outlook, and they look at me as a role 

model now that I have really concentrated on my life.

“These guys from Chase have all become really good 

ironworkers and a lot of them now are foremen. There’s a 

couple guys working in the States, and I am proud of how they 

have worked out.”

FIRST BUILDERS
By David Hogben
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Second chances
“I am one of those guys,” says Travis Foard, who is full of 

praise for his mentor, Anthony. “Now, this guy’s in his 40s, he 

is a role model. He is a leader. He is taking these young guys 

and he is giving them a shot with the union. Setting them up 

with school and giving them jobs.”

Foard said he was working as a welder in Alberta, but 

wanted to come back to his community and his family.

“He helped me with that. He told me what I had to do and 

he basically signed me up for a course, and they requested 

me, which allowed me to move back home and make a decent 

wage. He is the reason why we are making good money and 

providing well for our families, why we are successful.

“He is a real role model. Not only has he created a lot of 

great ironworkers in the trade, but he has created guys like 

me, and now I am a leader and a mentor as well. I bring guys 

into the trades as well.”

Foard says it’s easy to get people’s attention and show them 

how to make a good career, and a good life. In a small town 

like Chase, everybody knows everybody.

“People see us being successful, driving nice vehicles. I 

own a house here. I have a young family, I have got two sons 

and a wife here. I feel like I owe it all to him. He really opened 

doors.”

Foard now works as a foreman at Harris Rebar. He says his 

rewarding career and his well-paying union job are only part of 

the story.

“We were all friends in high school. He just brought us all 

together. I don’t know what would have happened if we never 

ended up with a good career, getting in trouble. I don’t know 

what our lives would be like.”

From pushing brooms 
to building bridges
Angeline Camille knows what it’s like to be discriminated 

against for being a woman, and for being First Nations, on 

both union and non-union jobs.

“Sometimes I cannot believe what 

comes out of people’s mouths,” says 

Camille, Indigenous co-ordinator for 

IBEW Local 993 based in Kamloops.

Camille rose above the racist 

attitudes, became a union member, 

a journey electrician and now helps 

others rise above racist attacks and 

pursue careers in the trades.

“I tell them: ‘Yeah, you go through 

all this crap. You know you are going to run into some racist 

person out there, but if you keep your own wits about you, you 

can get through it.’”

Twenty years ago, Camille, a member of the Shuswap 

First Nation, took a job with a non-union company that was 

supposed to include an electrical apprenticeship.

“As a First Nations woman, all they had me doing was 

pushing a broom and walking around with a vacuum cleaner. 

That is how I spent my first six years in the trade, instead of 

learning something I was just cleaning up after them. It was 

frustrating and demeaning.

“It really affects you. I started thinking, ‘Is this a trade I want 

to be in if all I am doing is pushing a broom?’”

Angeline Camille

Ironworker with Local 97
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Despite the abuse, Camille persisted with her dream of being 

a journey electrician. Some 14 years ago, she showed up for 

work at an Enderby substation, excited that she was beginning 

her electrical apprenticeship.

Then, the nearly retired male journeyperson she was 

assigned to work with told her he had a few things to say 

before they started.

“He said, ‘I don’t think women are capable of doing this job. 

They are only good for the kitchen or the bedroom.’” 

That wasn’t the end of it.

“Then he said, ‘Second of all, I am going to tell you, I don’t 

think you Indians are God-damned smart enough for this job.’”

Camille wasn’t going to let her dream die without a fight. She 

stood her ground.

“I looked at him and said, ‘You know what, buddy? You better 

pray that this God-damned Indian woman is smart enough to do 

her job, because I am First Aid on this job and you look like you 

have one foot in the grave. I just might forget how to save you.’”

Things couldn’t have started worse, but Camille and the racist 

old journey electrician focused on the job, and her training. 

Things got better. By the time she was done working with him, 

a transformation had occurred.

On their last day together, he told her, “You are going to 

make it. No matter what anyone says to you, you are going to 

make it on this job and I am going to be proud of you.”

“Yes, he is still alive and kicking,” says Camille, after the 

obvious question about what ultimately happened to him. “He 

is still ornery as hell. And I still give it back to him. We ended 

with a really good understanding.”

Now, Camille visits communities all over B.C. recruiting First 

Nations workers to be electrical workers or workers in other 

trades. She says things are getting better on job sites, and 

more First Nations and non-First Nations are educated about 

what is not acceptable at work.

When Camille finds First Nations members interested in 

pursuing a career as an electrician, she directs them to the 

IBEW’s Workplace Alternative Trades Training (WATT), a three-

week introductory course in Victoria. See story on page 31 for 

more information on WATT.

The times they are a changin’
Camille has only worked on jobs with other women a half 

dozen times in the past 14 years. Evidence that things are 

improving can be found at the new Kamloops Hospital 

construction project.

“At the Kamloops Hospital, there are actually five female 

electricians working that job. Out of the five, two are journeys 

and three are apprentices.

Local 993, has 710 members. Of the 570 journeymen, 20 

are women and five are First Nations women. Of the 140 

apprentices, 36 are women and nine are First Nations.

CBAs: More benefits than just 
those on the blueprint
Constructing B.C. bridges, highways and rapid transit is about 

more than building critical infrastructure.

Workers on the Highway 1 upgrading near Revelstoke, the 

Pattullo Bridge Replacement and Broadway corridor rapid 

transit extension have a chance to work on reconciliation as 

they work on public sector infrastructure.

Brenda Ireland is the senior advisor, Indigenous relations 

for BC Infrastructure Benefits. BCIB is the crown corporation 

tasked with administering the province’s Community Benefits 

Agreements on certain public infrastructure projects. 

CBAs prioritize jobs and training to local people and 

underrepresented groups in the trades, including women and 

Indigenous workers.

Ireland said First Nations and non-First Nations workers need 

to understand the province’s history if they are to work together 

respectfully.

“If you do not understand the history then you are not able to 

make the linkages between what has happened to Indigenous 

Peoples and what is happening on the ground today.”

Ireland, an Indigenous woman, and Dr. Paulette Regan, a 

non-Indigenous woman, created History Matters! Indigenous 

Cultural Competency and Reconciliation in the Workplace, a 

Encourage a high standard of skill among the members
Provide the trade with competent workers
Obtain and maintain a fair standard of wages
Assist members in obtaining employment
Protect the jurisdiction of the trade
Organize those working in our craft
Advance the moral, intellectual, social, & financial condition of our members

Objectives:

OPERATIVE PLASTERERS' AND CEMENT MASONS'
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION LOCAL 919

Roy Bizzutto, Business Manager & Secretary-Treasurer

Craftsmanship. Prosperity. Responsibility.
12309 Industrial Road
Surrey, BC

604.585.9198
1.800.298.6344
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four-hour course that is being taught to every worker hired on 

a CBA project.

“We start at pre-contact so our participants understand what 

Indigenous society was before the newcomers arrived,” Ireland 

said.

Participants are then led through the imposition of the 

Indian Act, First Nations being forced onto reserves, the forced 

removal of Indigenous children into residential schools, the 

destruction of First Nations governments and economies, and 

much more.

“We look, of course, at the Indian agent system, which 

established and enforced those laws that made it impossible 

for Indigenous people to make very simple decisions about 

their own lives. Even chopping a load of wood and going to 

sell it, you had to have the Indian agent’s permission.

“You could not put a roof on your house without having 

the Indian agent’s permission. You could not meet in political 

assembly to talk about land claims. You could not hire a 

lawyer.”

The course deals with the attitude of many non-Indigenous 

people who have been led to believe that what happened a 

long time ago, doesn’t affect people today who were not alive 

when many of the discriminatory laws came into place. And it 

is important to know that many of these laws are still in place 

under the Indian Act.

“Whether you arrived in Canada yesterday, or whether you 

arrived 200 years ago, you are still benefiting from the fact 

that Indigenous peoples have been marginalized, have been 

pushed aside.”

Most are shocked by what they learn, and that they had 

never learned the truth of B.C.’s history.

“Almost to a person it is like, ‘I did not know this. How could 

I live in a country and not know this?’ It’s hard history to hear. 

We have this shared history that we really don’t know a lot 

about.”

As difficult as it is, it’s critical to understanding why attitudes 

are the way they are,” explains Ireland.

“A lot of attitudes and stereotypes are based on ignorance 

— of not knowing our history and the history of Indigenous 

Peoples.”

The course has already been given to workers on the 

Highway 1 Illecillewaet upgrading project. And five intercultural 

teams have been prepared to deliver more courses as 

BCIB prepares for the Pattullo Bridge replacement and the 

Broadway corridor transit projects.

It’s clear, Ireland said, that the course makes for a more 

respectful, co-operative workplace.

“I think it is going to make it more difficult for those who 

carry those racist attitudes to stick to them, because that is 

all based on not knowing. It is based on not understanding. 

History matters.”

BY THE NUMBERS
The skilled workforce numbers 
for the first season of Highway 1 
Illecillewaet (Season 1 – 2019):

of total craft hours were completed by Priority Hires

of total project craft hours were completed by 

women

of total project craft hours were completed by 

Indigenous peoples

of total project craft hours were completed by 

LGBTQ2S+

of total project craft hours were completed by 

persons who identified as having a disability

46%

23%

11%

5%

5%

Illecillewaet marks the first time in B.C.’s history that all employees 

on a public infrastructure worksite received Indigenous Cultural 

Competency Training and Equity Training.



THE FIRST EVER all-female cohort has completed the Heavy 

Equipment Operator training program, a partnership between 

the YWCA, and the International Union of Operating Engineers, 

Local 115.

“With the booming construction industry in B.C. we’re 

looking for opportunities for people who don’t traditionally 

work in the field,” said Jeff Gorham, training administrator for 

the Operating Engineers Local 115 Training Association.

Gorham said the project ties in well with the government’s 

mandate both with LNG Canada and the provincial NDP 

government’s Community Benefits Agreement, which 

prioritizes jobs for equity-seeking groups, including women in 

the trades, apprentices and Indigenous workers.

“With the LNG projects and the Pattullo Bridge just starting, 

we were able to provide opportunities for women in the 

trades,” he said. “Timing wise, it’s perfect.”

There used to be very few women, if any, in the heavy 

equipment classes, said Gorham. But now, it’s rare to have a 

class without a female student.

“We provided as many supports as we could to ensure 

success,” he said. Even before the women started the course, 

they spent three weeks learning essential skills, and the 

training was followed up by job preparation courses before the 

apprentices were placed in their practicums.

Karla Cisneros, one of the six apprentices, described the 

experience as a “never-ending learning adventure.”

Cisneros said the best part of the experience was learning to 

operate each of the machines.

“My favourite machine was the excavator. It took my mind 

away from everything, any problems out there, and I just 

concentrated on my digging and what I was doing.”

She spoke highly of the instructors and the course overall.

“The instructors were always there 100 percent,” she said. 

“When you get older, you think you know how to do everything 

already. But this isn’t true. They had to work with us and show 

us how things were done. They were very patient.

“For me, the challenge was the second language. Whatever 

I didn’t understand in the course, I would go home and study, 

and if I read something I didn’t understand, I would Google it.”

This was made easier with the help of a computer provided 

by WorkSafeBC, she said. “Even though they say there’s never 

a dumb question, I didn’t want to be asking something like 

‘what is a sprocket?!’”

She added that “the union helped out with everything.”

www.industryworkwear.ca

WORKWEAR AND SAFETY

32081 LOUGHEED HIGHWAY
MISSION, BC  V2V 1A3

604-287-2219

2733 BARNET HIGHWAY
COQUITLAM, BC  V3E 1K9

604-475-8100

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!  2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

By Megan Terepocki

Women in the driver’s seat
IUOE Local 115 graduates first all-female cohort

Everyone from WorkSafeBC, the 

YWCA, the union teachers and 

the employees and employer 

at my new job were and are so 

supportive and encouraging.
Ellie Smith

”

“

Find a Trade Get a Job
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Find a Trade Get a Job
Apprentice Brenda Dvorak worked for 

many years in office jobs in the gravel 

industry before taking the program. 

Dvorak said there are not many women 

working on heavy equipment in that 

industry.

For Dvorak, the best part about being 

a heavy equipment operator is the 

variety.

“It’s going to be different than sitting 

at a desk in front of a computer,” she 

said. “No two jobs will be the same. 

One day you might be straightening a 

road, the next day you might be digging 

a basement.” And since the work is 

outside, there’s changing weather, too, 

she said.

Dvorak, who said she’d never liked 

school, carried a 90 per cent average 

in the course. Her work has caught the interest of her sons, 

who would be eligible to do the training through her union 

membership.

“I’m absolutely amazed that it’s opening these kinds of 

opportunities,” she said.

The course, however, wasn’t all smooth sailing for Dvorak. 

“Getting over myself and being scared. Realizing that I can do 

this and it’s not just a man’s job. I have a lot of male friends 

and family dealing with heavy equipment. They helped push 

me because they know that I can do it.

“It’s something I really wanted. I know 

in the end it’s going to benefit me and 

my family, monetary wise,” she said. ”I’m 

excited to get going.”

Unlike most of the apprentices, 

Desiree Aukema had experience 

operating heavy equipment before going 

into the course. Even so, she says, “It’s 

been hard to get jobs and to be taken 

seriously in the industry.”

What does Aukema like best about 

being a heavy equipment operator? “I 

feel like I was born to do this,” she said. “I 

loved all of it. I don’t feel like I’m at work.”

Aukema said there was a lot more 

information in the course than she 

expected. “The instructors were amazing. 

They were patient with us. They wanted 

us to succeed.”

“I encourage more women to do what they really want to 

be doing,” she said. “Don’t let the thought that it’s a man’s job 

stop you from doing what you want to do.”

IUOE Local 115 business manager Brian Cochrane said 

IUOE Local 115 is proud to train women for these career 

opportunities.

“All six women who completed the training now have work 

placements, with three in the local area and another three with 

LNG in the North,” he said. “It’s a real success story having a 

program like that and putting our people out to work.”



A closer look at each trade

Trade Time involved

Technical training/work-
based training/ years to 

complete

Wage

Starting rate to 
journeyperson, 
benefits are in 

addition

Cost of training

The federal government provides up to $4,000 for 
Red Seal trades training. This applies to all trades 

with the . So apprentices in these trades actually 
end up with a grant at the end of their training. 
There are additional grants for women as well.

 Asphalt Paving Laydown Techn. 4 wks./1,690 hrs./2 yrs. $22 to $35/hr. Net cost: $500

 Bricklayer 3 levels/5,000 hrs./4 yrs. $17 to $44/hr. Net cost $2,000 

 Carpenter 7 wks./6,360 hrs./4 yrs. $16 to $42/hr. Union members end up earning $7,000 

 Cement Mason / Concrete Finisher 12 wks./3,240 hrs./3 yrs. $16 to $35/hr. 
Union members end up earning $4,000;
non members-$2,700

 Construction Craft Worker 8 wks./4,000 hrs./2 yrs. $16 to $39 /hr. Apprentices end up earning $4,000 

Culinary Worker – Const. Camp 5,000 to 5,400 hrs./3 yrs. $22 to $36/hr. Apprentices end up earning $4,000 

 Drywall Finisher/Taper 12 wks./4,500 hrs./3 yrs. $19 to $35/hr. Union members pay $250; non-members pay $1,000

 Electrician – Construction 35 wks./7,200 hrs./5 yrs. $18 to $43/hr.
Contact the IBEW Local Unions on the last page of this 
supplement.

 Floorlayer 5 wks./5,400 hrs./3 yrs. $18 to $38/hr. Union members end up earning $4,000 

 Glazier 18 wks./6,400 hrs./4 yrs. $17 to $38/hr.
Union members end up earning $2,800; non-members 
pay $200

Haz-Mat Worker 2 wks./4,500 hrs./3 yrs. $19 to $26/hr. No cost to members

 Heavy Equipment Operator 12 wks./3 yrs. $22 to $36/hr. Net cost: $18,000

 Insulator 18 wks./7,000 hrs./4 yrs. $18.20 to $39.83/hr. Apprentices end up earning $1,700 

 Ironworker – Reinforcing 14 wks./3,180 hrs./2 yrs. $23 to $43/hr. Apprentices end up earning $950 

 Ironworker – Generalist 35 wks./4,740 hrs./3 yrs. $22 to $36/hr. Net cost: $2,000

 Millwright 28 wks./7,200 hrs./4 yrs. $28 to $44 Apprentices end up earning $250 

 Mobile Crane Operator 13 wks./5,400 hrs./4 yrs. $24 to $45/hr. Net cost: $28,000

 Painter Decorator 18 wks./5,400 hrs./4 yrs. $15 to $40/hr.
Union members end up earning $3,000; non-members 
$400

 Pile Driver 18 wks./3,600 hrs./3 yrs. $29.59 to $42/hr. Net cost: $1,000 for members; $1,600 for non-members 

 Plant Operator 3 wks./3 yrs. $20 to $45/hr. Net cost: $200

 Plumber 7,200-7,600 hrs./4 yrs. $18 to $41/hr.
Apprentices end up earning $4,000-$6,000; Non-
members pay $1,213

 Refrigeration Mechanic 33 wks./6,210 hrs./4 yrs. $14 to $43/hr. Apprentices end up earning $1,195 

 Roofer/Shingler 12 wks./3,600 hrs./3 yrs. $15 to $30/hr. Apprentices end up earning $3,800 

 Sheet Metal Worker 32 wks./6,400 hrs./4 yrs. $16 to $41/hr. Union members end up earning $1,440; non union $160

 Sheet Metal Worker – Architectural 18 wks./4,800 hrs./3 yrs. $17 to $38/hr. 
Union members end up earning $1,440; non members 
$160

 Sprinklerfitter 7,200-7,600 hrs./4 yrs. $18 to $41/hr.
Apprentices end up earning $1,000; non members pay 
$1,213

 Steamfitter/Pipefitter 7,200-7,600 hrs./4 yrs. $21 to $46/hr.
Apprentices end up earning $4,000-$6,000; non 
members pay $1,213

Teamster 2 yrs. $29 to $38/hr. Net cost: $5,600

 Tilesetter 43 levels/4,500 hrs./3 yrs. $17 to $35.hr. Apprentices end up earning $100 

 Wall & Ceiling Installer
(Interior Systems Mechanic)

18 wks./6,000 hrs./3 yrs. $19 to $35/hr.
Union members end up earning $3,000; non-members 
$1,000

 Warehouse Parts Person 12 wks./4,800 hrs./3 yrs. $29 to $38/hr. Net cost: $2,000

 Welder 27-40 wks./4,500 hrs./3 yrs $16 to $44/hr. Net cost: $6,900 to $7,600

Certificate of Qualification

Red Seal 
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Cement masons construct forms, place, level, and 
finish perishable concrete with various finishes; apply 
curing and surface treatments; install overlayments 
and maintain, repair, and restore various concrete 
structures such as columns, foundations, walls, and 
ceilings; use equipment such as walk behind and ride-on power trowels to finish concrete, vibratory 
screeds to establish finished elevations, and power 
tools for chipping, grinding, cutting, and abrading 
concrete surfaces. Key attributes are stamina, spatial 
perception, and hand-eye coordination. Artistic skills 
are also helpful in this trade. Physical requirements 
include heavy lifting, climbing, balancing, stooping, 
kneeling, crouching, crawling, and reaching.

CEMENT MASON /CONCRETE FINISHER

Find a Trade Get a Job

Asphalt Paving Laydown Technicians operate 

machines that lay, screed, rake, compact or mill 

surface materials in highway and road construction 

with the aid of stakes and level gauges. They work 

individually and as team members and may also be

responsible for the basic maintenance of equipment, 

safety around equipment and the compliance of 

markers, grades and stakes. Key attributes are 

mechanical aptitude, manual dexterity and an ability 

to do hard physical work.

ASPHALT PAVING LAYDOWN TECHNICIAN

CARPENTER

Carpenters cut, shape and 

install building materials 

during the construction 

of buildings, bridges, 

concrete formwork, 

highway infrastructure 

and houses etc. They are 

usually on construction 

projects from the 

beginning to the end. 

This trade dictates, creates and sets the pace for the 

other trades. Today’s carpenters work with natural 

wood and many other materials. The finer trades of 

cabinetmaking and furniture building are encompassed 

in the trade. Carpenters read and interpret drawings 

from architects to create the products in

real life.

Bricklayers lay bricks, concrete blocks,stone and other similar materials to constructor repair walls, arches, chimneys, fireplaces, and other structures in accordance with blueprints and specifications.

They may be self-employed or work for

construction companies and bricklaying

contractors. Bricklayers should be in good

physical condition, aware of safety issues

and have good manual dexterity. They also

need a good sense of balance because they

work with heavy equipment and materials

on narrow platforms and scaffolds.
Bricklayers also need to have a good aesthetic 

eye and be able to recognize patterns, lines, 

and proportions.

BRICKLAYER
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ELECTRICIAN–CONSTRUCTION

Electricians lay out, 
assemble, install, test, 
troubleshoot and repair 
electrical wiring, fixtures, 
control devices and 
related equipment in 
buildings and other 
structures.
They may be self-
employed or work for 
electrical contractors and maintenance departments of buildings and other establishments. They typically have an interest in mechanical processes and wiring. They must pay attention to detail and conduct precision work. They need to have good physical mobility and be able to work in high places. Workers in this group must also be able to distinguish colours to work with colour-coded wiring.

DRYWALL FINISHER

Drywall finishers tape, fill and sand all seams, corners 

and angles of gyprock wallboard and ceilings. They 

also finish surfaces in preparation for painting and 

decorative fixtures. Finishers also restore buildings’ 

interiors and exteriors to their original state and lay 

texture to heritage plaster. Key attributes are good 

hand-eye coordination and attention to detail. Skill 

is required in the use of hand-filling and machine 

tool methods for both preparation and application 

techniques. Drywall finishers must be well organized 

and capable of working independently. They have to 

be physically fit.

Find a Trade Get a Job

CULINARY WORKER - CONSTRUCTION CAMP

Chefs prepare & cook meals, plan menus, 
estimate food requirements & costs and 
oversee others in preparation, cooking & 
handling of food. Cooks prepare, cook and 
present meals & specialty foods. Bakers 
prepare doughs, batters and other ingredients 
and then produce items such as bread, buns, 
cakes, pies, cookies and other baked goods. 
Bakers may run baking machinery such as 
high-volume mixing machines, ovens and 
equipment to produce large quantities of 
goods, ensuring that product quality meets 
established standards. Culinary staff must 
be conscious of health information, be well 
organized, able to multi-task. and have solid  
mathematical, communication & customer 
service skills.

CONSTRUCTION CRAFT WORKER

Construction craft workers (Labourers)work in industrial, commercial and institutional
construction; road building; traffic

control; pre-cast cement; rail 

maintenance; mining/diamond drilling; tunneling and 

landscaping. Their tasks include site preparation and 

cleanup, setting up and removing access equipment, 

working on concrete and masonry, steel, wood and 

pre-cast erecting projects. They perform demolition, 

excavation and compaction activities. They may also 

be responsible for site security, general safety and fire 

prevention. Key attributes are mechanical aptitude, 

manual dexterity and an ability to do hard 

physical work. They must also be able to 
work as team members.
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Find a Trade Get a Job

HAZ MAT WORKER

Hazardous materials workers identify, remove, 

package, transport and dispose of asbestos, 

radioactive and nuclear waste, arsenic, lead, 

mercury or other dangerous materials. These 

workers often respond to emergencies where 

harmful substances are present and are sometimes 

called abatement, remediation or decontamination

specialists. These workers must be able to perform 

basic mathematical conversions and calculations 

when mixing solutions that neutralize contaminants 

and should have good physical strength and

manual dexterity.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
These operators run heavy equipment 
in the construction and maintenance 
of roads, bridges, airports, gas and oil 
pipelines, tunnels, buildings and other 
structures; in surface mining and 
quarrying activities; and in material-
handling work. These workers are 
employed by construction companies, 
heavy equipment contractorsand public works departments and 

by pipeline, logging, and cargo-

handling companies. Key attributes are good hand-eye 

coordination, mechanical aptitude, alertness and safety 

consciousness. Heavy equipment operators sit in 

vehicles for extended periods of time. Adjusting 

equipment or co-ordinating activities with 
other workers may require walking, 
lifting and bending.

GLAZIER

Glaziers fabricate, install and repair commercial

and residential window, door and entranceway

systems. These include commercial storefronts,

curtainwalls, skylights, window walls, total vision,

suspended glazing and office partitions. They also

fabricate and install specialty glass and glazing 

products such as mirrors, x-ray glass, fireproof glass,

and safety glass. Glaziers require good reading,

writing, and verbal communication skills, as well as

mathematical ability. Physical strength and stamina

are necessary to work with heavy glass materials,

and good eyesight is needed to measure, cut and

detect flaws in glass and other materials. Manual

dexterity, analytical ability, troubleshooting skills,

and the ability to work alone and in teams are 

also important qualities. Glaziers must be 

prepared to work at heights as they are 

often suspended on swing stages on the 

sides of high rise towers.

FLOORLAYER

Floorlayers install, repair 

and replace finishing
surfaces such as carpet, 

hardwood, laminate and 

cork flooring, linoleum, 

vinyl and other types 

of floor coverings in 
residential, commercial, 

industrial and institutional

buildings. They also inspect, measure and clean the 

surfaces to be covered before installing the floor 

covering. They correct irregular or incompatible 

surfaces by sanding and filling or installing suitable 

sub-floor structures. Floorlayers need a thorough 

understanding of the products they work with and are 

often expected to be able to estimate the cost, type 

and quantities of materials required.



MOBILE CRANE OPERATOR

Crane operators 
operate cranes or
draglines to lift, move 
and position heavy
objects, such as 
building materials 
or machinery, at construction or industrial sites, ports, railway yards, surface mines and similar locations. They are employed in construction, the industrial sector, mining and cargo handling, and by railway companies and contractors. Workers typically have an interest in technology and mechanics. They should have good eyesight and excellent depth perception and eyehand coordination. They should also have good concentration, balance, and stamina. Operators must be able to work safely for long hours, under stress, and with the pressure of deadlines. They are required to work under allkinds of environmental and hazardous conditions,sometimes in confined spaces.

INSULATOR-COMMERCIAL/

INSTITUTIONAL INSULATOR-INDUSTRIAL

Insulators in these 

sectors install 

insulation materials 

and protective 

coverings for heat, 

ventilation and 

air conditioning 

(HVAC) systems and 

plumbing systems, 

install fire-stopping 

systems and apply 

heat tracing. In 

industrial settings, 

the types of equipment and piping to be insulated 

include steam and process piping, steam turbines, 

large boilers, storage tanks, heat exchangers and 

vessels. Workers should be comfortable working 

at heights and in cramped spaces. Insulators 

need to pay close attention to detail when cutting 

and fitting insulation. They must also keep their 

skills and techniques up to date in order to adapt 

to new insulation materials, building codes and 

energy efficiency guidelines.

MILLWRIGHT

Millwrights install, repair, 
overhaul, and maintain 
machinery and heavy 
mechanical equipment, 
such as conveyor systems 
in diverse settings 
including repair shops, 
plants, construction 
sites, mines, logging 
operations, ski hills and 
most production and 
manufacturing facilities. Millwrights also perform routine maintenance activities, such as cleaning and lubricating equipment, adjusting valves and seals and investigating breakdowns. Millwrights perform many of their tasks independently but they also participate in teams with co-workers and contractors to install and overhaul larger pieces of equipment and complete industrial systems. They must be able to travel from job to job.

Find a Trade Get a Job

IRONWORKER-GENERALIST
IRONWORKER-REINFORCING

Ironworkers fabricate, erect, hoist, install, repair and service 
structural ironwork, pre-cast concrete, concrete reinforcing 
materials, curtain walls, ornamental iron, and other metals 
used in the construction of buildings, bridges, highways, 
dams and other structures and equipment. Ironworkers work 
outside in all weather. They may also work in underground 
work sites. They work in a variety of locations (dams, bridges, 
mining projects and urban environments) and on a variety of 
projects (high rise buildings, parking garages, transit systems, 
tunnels, and stadiums). The work may require that they be 
away from home for extended periods of time and often 
requires considerable standing, bending, crawling, lifting, 
climbing, pulling and reaching and is often conducted 
in cramped, confined spaces or at heights. 
Ironworkers have good mechanical aptitude, 
the ability to visualize finished products 
in three dimensions and the ability 

to work at heights in varying 

extreme climates.
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PLANT OPERATOR
Plant operators are responsible for the daily operation 

of plants: aggregate, asphalt, or concrete, and the safe 

handling of materials, quality control, maintenance, 
troubleshooting and repairs. Plant operators must be 
physically capable of performing tasks in all types of 
weather, over long hours (including shift work and out 

of town) in a hazardous environment (high voltage, 
moving components such as gears and conveyors) 
and under the stress of production demands. They 
also possess good interpersonal and communications 

skills. Demonstrated mechanical and electrical 
aptitudes are also essential.

PLUMBER

Plumbers install, alter, 

and repair potable

water, waste disposal 

and hydronic heating

systems. They 

read and interpret 

blueprints and project 

specifications. They 

select the type and 

size of pipe required 

for a project and 

measure, shape, and 

join pipes according 

to the specifications. The work is physically 

demanding so strength, stamina, and ability to 

work in a variety of environments are required. 

Plumbers are mechanically inclined and have an 

aptitude for mathematics. They are able to work 

alone and coordinate with other trades.

PAINTER-DECORATOR

Painters/Decorators apply 

decorative and protective 

finishes in commercial, 

institutional and industrial 

settings. They prepare a 

variety of surfaces (wood, 

masonry, drywall, plaster, 

concrete, synthetics, 

stucco and metal) prior 

to the application of materials such as paint, 

high performance coatings, waterproofing, 

fireproofing, varnish, shellac, wall coverings, 

and specialty finishes. Key attributes are manual 

dexterity and excellent colour perception. The 

work often requires considerable standing, 

kneeling and repetitive activities such as 

brushing, rolling, spraying, and blasting. Painters 

and decorators must have an eye for detail, the 

ability to plan work and knowledge of many 

types of finishes, their properties and their 

applications. They must be able to calculate 

areas and relate such calculations to required 

materials. Good communication and customer 

service skills are required for interaction with 

home/business owners, contractors, 

interior designers, architects and 

engineers.

Find a Trade Get a Job

PILE DRIVER

Pile drivers 

construct, install, 

repair and remove 

all types of deep 

piles and caisson 

foundations and 

other types of 

marine installations 

such as bridges, 

docks, wharves, 

tunnels and 

bulkheads. Pile 

drivers have to 

skilled at fitting, 

welding, rigging, building timber and concrete 

formwork, seamanship, heavy duty equipment 

operation and environmentally safe practices.
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REFRIGERATION MECHANIC
Refrigeration mechanics work in the residential, commercial and industrial sectors installing, commissioning, servicing and maintaining air-conditioning and heat pump systems, supermarket 

refrigeration, process refrigeration systems and everything in between. They also install, service and maintain refrigerant piping, 
refrigerant controls, electrical controls and building automation systems. Refrigeration mechanics must be team players, problem solvers, eager to learn, physically capable of performing many tasks and possess good communication skills. They have an aptitude for math and science.

SHEET METAL WORKER – CONSTRUCTION
SHEET METAL WORKER – ARCHITECTURAL

Sheet metal 

workers fabricate, 

assemble, install, and 

repair sheet metal 

products. They may 

specialize in the 

onsite installation, 

the manufacture of 

sheet metal products, 

or in the servicing 

and maintenance of 

installed equipment 

and systems. They are employed by fabrication shops, manufacturing 

companies, sheet metal work contractors, and in various industrial 

sectors. Sheet metal workers have good spatial perception and 

an ability to pay close attention to detail. They must also 

have good manual dexterity to work with the tools 

necessary to cut and assemble sheet metal. 

These workers are comfortable working 

at heights and have an  aptitude for 

mathematics.

SPRINKLERFITTER

Sprinklerfitters fabricate, install, test,

maintain, inspect and repair sprinkler 

systems on industrial, commercial 

and residential job sites. They install 

wet- and drypipe, preaction, and 

deluge sprinkler systems, as well 

as carbon dioxide, chemical, and 

foam extinguishing systems, stand 

pipe and hose systems, and fire 

pumps. Sprinklerfitting is a physically 

demanding job that requires 

strength, stamina, and working at 

heights. Sprinklerfitters are able to 

communicate well and coordinate 

with other trades.

Find a Trade Get a Job

ROOFER / SHINGLER

Roofers and 

shinglers install, 

repair, and replace 

flat roofs and 

shingles, shakes and 

other roofing tiles on 

residential, industrial, 

and commercial 

buildings. They may 

be self-employed or 

work for roofing and 

general contractors. Roofer/shinglers are able

to work independently and in a team setting.

They have good manual dexterity, and an eye for 

detail. They are physically fit and able to lift heavy 

objects, and are comfortable working at heights.
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Steamfitters/Pipefitters 

use blueprints and 

project specifications 

to construct, fabricate, 

install, and repair 

piping systems that 

carry water, steam, 

chemicals, and fuel and 

specialize in systems 

that move liquids or 

gases under high 

pressure. They also 

test and maintain the 

systems once they are in place, using specialized 

equipment—such as double wall containment— to 

ensure the safety of the pipes, other components 

of the systems, and the environment. Steamfitter/

Pipefitters must be physically fit because they work 

indoors and outdoors and perform tasks that often 

require climbing. They have a high degree of manual 

dexterity, excellent problem-solving skills, and are 

able to interpret and execute complex instructions.

STEAMFITTER/PIPEFITTER

TEAMSTER

Teamsters drive a wide 
variety of vehiclessuch as articulated rock 

trucks, cat wagons, boom trucks, water trucks, buses, transit mixers, low beds, etc. 
Some machinery, like 

low beds, requires considerable physical 

fitness. Versatility is a key attribute. 

Teamsters are able to run a variety of pieces 

of equipment and show a willingness to 

upgrade their training.

Find a Trade Get a Job

TILESETTER Tilesetters cover interior and exterior walls, floors and ceilings with ceramic, marble and quarry tile, mosaics, or terrazzo. They may be self-employed or work for construction companies and masonry contractors. Attributes include a good knowledge of mathematics to calculate weights and 

angles, wall and ceiling measurements and the amount 

of material required to complete the work. The ability 

to read blueprints, shop drawings and specifications is 

also important. Planning and visual skills are needed 

in the design stage. Tilesetters are required to have 

a good eye for colour and layout since they may 

prearrange tiles to confirm a specific design. Aptitudes 

include manual and spatial dexterity, good hand-eye

co-ordination, and good balance and vision.

WALL & CEILING INSTALLER
(INTERIOR SYSTEMS MECHANIC)

Wall & Ceiling 
installers 
frame interior 
walls and 
install window 
frames, doors, 
partitions and 
computer 
floors. They 
hang drywall, 

T-bar ceilings and suspended ceilings. Key 
attributes are good hand-eye coordination and the ability to work at heights and pay attention to detail. As an installer you will be able to 
read and interpret information on drawings, 
blueprints and specifications. The work is 
physically demanding and requires the use of 
personal protective equipment. Installers are 
required to lift and position heavy building 
materials in a fast-paced environment.
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Find a Trade Get a Job

T H E  F I N I S H I N G  T R A D E S

Representing and training
Hazmat Workers • Drywall Finishers
Glaziers • Painters • Waterblasters

Interior Systems Mechanics

IUPAT District Council 38 
7621 Kingsway Burnaby, B.C. 

ph. 604 524-8334 
toll-free 1-800-266-1527

www.dc38.ca —www.ftibc.ca

DC38 

WAREHOUSE PERSON

These workers control all materials that enter and leave 

construction and industrial sites and facilities in the automotive, 

commercial transport, heavy duty, marine and warehousing 

sectors. They are involved in ordering, warehousing and 

keeping inventory control over parts and accessories and 

making sure materials are stored properly and according to 

safety standards. Duties also include operating mechanized 

material handling equipment, loading and unloading materials 

and maintaining supplies inventories using appropriate 

software. Basic math skills, strength, stamina and the ability to 

use proper lifting techniques and mechanized equipment are 

essential. Strong organizational skills, attention to details and 

problem-solving abilities are also required.

WELDER

Welders weld ferrous and nonferrous metals on 

plates and pipes, using SMAW, GTAW, and FCAW 

processes and manual or semi-automatic welding 

equipment. They use flame-cutting, brazing, and 

airarcing equipment. Welders must be able to 

read simple instructions and follow them precisely. 

Welders have great manual dexterity and must 

be agile and in good physical health. They also 

have analytical ability and an understanding of 

computerized machinery.

26
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Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers

Local 2 BC

Trowel Trades Training Association

Bricklayer

Tilesetter

PHONE: 604-580-2463

EMAIL: info@bac2bc.org

WEBSITE: ttta.ca

BC Regional Council of Carpenters

BCRCC Training Centres

Local Unions: 1598 (Victoria), 1907 

(Vancouver), 2499 (Yukon), 527 

(Nanaimo), 1370 (Kelowna), Floorlayers 

Union 1541;  Millwrights Local 2736;

Pile Drivers Local 2404

PHONE: 250-383-8116

EMAIL: training@bcrcc.ca

WEBSITE: bcrcc.ca

Floorlayer

PHONE: 604-524-6900

EMAIL: markb@bcrcc.ca

WEBSITE: floorlayers1541.ca

Millwright

PHONE: 604-525-2736

EMAIL: csimpson@millwrights2736.com

WEBSITE: millwrights2736.com

Pile Drivers Local 2404

Pile Driver

PHONE: 604-526-2404

EMAIL: training@piledrivers2404.ca

WEBSITE: piledrivers2404.ca

Construction & Specialized

Workers’ Union Local 1611

CSWU Training Society

Construction Craft Worker

PHONE: 604-538-5101

EMAIL: tmiller@liuna1611.ca

WEBSITE: cswu1611.org/training

Insulators Local 118

Head & Frost Insulators Training Centre

Insulator Commercial/Institutional

Insulator Industrial

PHONE: 604-877-0909

EMAIL: insulators@insulators118.org

WEBSITE: insulators118.org

Int. Bro. of Electrical Workers

Local 213

Electrical Joint Training Committee

Electrician Construction

PHONE: 604-571-6540

EMAIL: info@ejtc.org

WEBSITE: ejtc.org

Int. Bro. of Electrical Workers

Locals 230, 993, 1003 Western Joint 

Electrical Training Society

PHONE: 604-948-9936

EMAIL: wjets@telus.net

WEBSITE: wjets.ca

Int. Union of Operating Engineers

Local 115

Operating Engineers Training 

Association

Asphalt Paving Laydown Technician

Heavy Equipment Operator

Mobile Crane Operator

Plant Operator

PHONE: 604-299-7764

EMAIL: iuoetraining@iuoe115.ca

WEBSITE: iuoe115.ca/training/

Int. Union of Painters &

Allied Trades District Council 38

Finishing Trades Institute

Drywall Finisher

Glazier

Haz Mat Worker

Painter-Decorator

Wall and Ceiling Installer (Interior

Systems Mechanic)

PHONE: 604-580-3112

EMAIL: pbyrne@ftibc.ca

WEBSITE: ftibc.ca

Ironworkers Local 97

Ironworkers Trades Training

Ironworker-Reinforcing

Ironworker-Generalist

PHONE: 604-874-6010

EMAIL: derek@ironworkerslocal97.com

WEBSITE: ironworkerslocal97.com

Operative Plasterers’ & Cement

Masons Local 919

Trowel Trades Training Association

Cement Mason/Concrete Finisher

PHONE: 604-585-9198

EMAIL: info@opcmia919.org

WEBSITE: ttta.ca

Refrigeration Workers

Local 516

Refrigeration Training Institute

Refrigeration Mechanic

PHONE: 604-882-8212

EMAIL: info@rtia.ca

WEBSITE: rtia.ca

Sheet Metal Workers

Local 280 Sheet Metal Workers

Training Centre Society

Sheet Metal Worker

Roofer/Shingler

PHONE: 604-882-7680

EMAIL: admin@smwtcs.ca

WEBSITE: smwtcs.ca

Sheet Metal Workers

Local 276 Sheet Metal Workers’ 

International Association

PHONE: 250-727-3458

EMAIL: info@smwia276

Teamsters Local 213 

Teamsters Joint Training School

Warehouse Parts Person

Teamster

PHONE: 604-874-3654

EMAIL: jts@shaw.ca

WEBSITE: teamsters213.org

United Assn. of Plumbers,

Pipefitters Local 170

UA Piping Industry College of BC

Plumber

Steamfitter/Pipefitter

Sprinklerfitter

Welder

PHONE: 604 540-1945

EMAIL: registrar@uapicbc.ca

WEBSITE: uapicbc.ca

United Assn. of Plumbers,

Pipefitters Local 324

PHONE: 250-382-0415

EMAIL: admin@ualocal324.ca

WEBSITE: ualocal324.com

UNITE HERE! Local 40

Culinary Worker –

Construction Camp

PHONE: 604-291-8211

EMAIL: jpearson@unitehere.org

WEBSITE: uniteherelocal40.org

Who to contact to start your training
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AS BUSINESSES ACROSS B.C. return to safe operation, 

they’re required to develop and follow a safety plan to help 

prevent the spread of COVID-19. Every employer is required 

to have a COVID-19 safety plan that assesses the risk of 

exposure at their workplace and implements measures to 

keep their workers safe.

WorkSafeBC’s comprehensive suite of resources, including 

industry-specific guidance and a COVID-19 safety plan 

template, are now easier to access using a new mobile app 

for smartphones and tablets.

We recognize that for many workers and employers, their 

business doesn’t involve sitting behind a screen at a desk 

— they’re in the field, on a jobsite, or behind the wheel,” 

says Darrin McCaskill, director of prevention programs and 

performance at WorkSafeBC. 

For these people, their primary tool for accessing 

information is often their smartphone. “We have a lot of 

valuable information for both workers and employers on 

how to keep their workplaces safe, and we want to make 

it as easy as possible for them to access the tools and 

information,” says McCaskill.

Employers are guided through the process of developing 

their COVID-19 safety plan within the app, and directed to 

industry-specific resources to help them do so. They’re then 

able to email their safety plan to themselves to print out later. 

In accordance with the order of the provincial health officer, 

this plan must be posted at the worksite.

Workers can select their industry in the app to see 

guidance and protocols relevant to their job.

By improving access to health and safety resources, this 

industry now has access to information they need to help 

keep their workers healthy and safe.

The app is available for iOS and Android. The COVID-19 

Safety Plan is also available as a fillable PDF.

New mobile app helps employers in 

construction access WorkSafeBC’s 

COVID-19 resources on the go

Stay up to date with COVID-19 information

and resources as conditions evolve at:

worksafebc.com/covid-19-updates

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/health/about-bc-s-health-care-system/office-of-the-provincial-health-officer/current-health-topics/covid-19-novel-coronavirus
https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/bc-covid-19-safety-plan/id1515787751
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.worksafebc.covid19plan
https://www.worksafebc.com/en/resources/health-safety/checklist/covid-19-safety-plan?lang=en
https://www.worksafebc.com/en/about-us/covid-19-updates
http://worksafebc.com/covid-19-updates
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The app includes checklists and links to industry-specific 
protocols and resources that can help you keep workers 
healthy and safe. Visit worksafebc.com/covid-19-app.

New app for your  
COVID-19 Safety Plan

Develop your required COVID-19 Safety Plan directly on 
your mobile device with our new app for iOS and Android.

New mobile app helps employers in 

construction access WorkSafeBC’s 

COVID-19 resources on the go
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DIRE SITUATIONS have a way of concentrating the mind. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has rocked the world and 

demonstrated the inestimable value of governments. 

Neoliberal ideologues spewing insipid nonsense 

about the wisdom of the market and dangers of 

the state are keeping their mouths shut. Those of 

us on the left (i.e., NDPers and left of them where 

I place myself), have realized for a long time the 

importance of state action, whether municipal, 

provincial or federal. Indeed, the left fervently 

believes that without the state, we are faced with a 

“war of all against all” which, of course, is the natural 

law of capitalism.

Speaking of state action, NDP Labour Minister Harry Bains 

recently released Janet Patterson’s New Directions: Report of 

the Workers Compensation Board Review 2019. The minister 

tasked Patterson with assessing and then recommending 

changes to modernize the WCB’s culture, case management, 

and return-to-work practices to reflect a worker-centric service 

delivery model. A highly respected labour lawyer and tireless 

advocate for workers’ rights with extensive experience in 

WCB, Patterson travelled around the province for several 

months conducting public hearings. She was joined by Jim 

Parker, an expert in WCB with over 25 years experience, 

who provided significant research and writing capacity. As 

well, Donna Hanson and Doreen Russell served as review 

co-ordinator and review administrator, respectively. Patterson 

MECHANICAL 
INSULATION 
SAVES ENERGY, 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
AND SAVES MONEY.

BC Insulators Union   
Heat and Frost Insulators Local 118 energyconservationspecialists.org

what you don’t see 
is costing you

The time to 
modernize WCB 
culture is now

and Parker heard from 200 presenters — mostly injured workers 

and their families — but also employers, unions, labour groups and 

representative organizations such as the Workers’ Advisers Office 

and the BC Building Trades Council. Almost 2,000 responses to an 

online questionnaire were also reviewed.

To say that Patterson’s report provides solid recommendations 

for improvement of the WCB system does not begin to describe 

the vital significance, value and potential impact this report 

represents for injured workers and their advocates throughout 

British Columbia. As you may recall, the BC Liberals implemented 

far-reaching draconian changes to the WCB structure, law and 

policy back in 2002 at the behest of many in the business 

community. After listening to injured workers around 

the province, Patterson and Parker came away with 

a truck load of things that must be done to make 

the system more worker-centric. They have delved 

deep into every aspect of the current misguided 

system and recommended extensive changes that, if 

implemented, will give birth to a truly worker-centric 

compensation system.

Given the length of the report – 517 pages – and 

my Tradetalk article limit of 500 words, it would be 

difficult to meaningfully summarize the report. Instead I 

resolved to emphasize the critical importance of the report and to 

strongly encourage those reading this article to read it. It can be 

easily found on the WorkSafeBC website or by simply searching 

Google. Fortunately, the main text of the report is only 231 pages 

in length! (31 appendices make up the remaining pages.) There is 

also an executive summary that captures the essence of the report’s 

findings and recommendations. 

To return to my starting point regarding the importance of state 

action, the New Directions: Report of the WCB Review 2019 is a 

perfect example. Now it is up to workers and labour organizations 

to ensure the government implements the recommendations. I see 

this report as a game-changer, a beacon, a meticulous road map 

directing workers’ advocates and the government where we need to 

go. And the time for action is now! 

By Merrill O’Donnell 
Workers’ Advocate
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WATT offers alternative pathway 
to electrical apprenticeship
By James Nielsen 

Communications & Outreach,  

Construction Foundation of BC

The program received a special visit from Mitzi Dean, 
Parliamentary Secretary for Gender Equity and MLA for 
Esquimalt-Metchosin on Aug. 5, 2020.

DESPITE THE SHORTAGE OF workers, many of the 

most motivated candidates experience barriers to 

employment in the trades.

In 2019, the Workplace Alternative Trades Training 

(WATT) program was created to reduce those barriers 

as a new pathway to apprenticeships in the electrical 

trades. The program received a special visit from Mitzi 

Dean, Parliamentary Secretary for Gender Equity and 

MLA for Esquimalt-Metchosin on Aug. 5. Dean had 

a chance to talk to five participants of an all-female 

cohort training on an alternative pathway to electrical 

apprenticeship in the International Brotherhood of 

Electrical Workers (IBEW) Local 230.

“WATT continues to work towards increasing 

diversity and inclusion in the trades,” said IBEW 

Local 230 business manager and financial secretary 

Phil Venoit. “This includes sustaining a 20 per cent 

female participation rate in training, including the first 

all-women cohort in the summer of 2020. The IBEW is 

committed to finding meaningful ways to increase the 

retention of underrepresented groups in the industry 

and WATT is one way we are acting on this priority.”

The program, which is provided free of cost to 

participants, is funded in part by the Government of 

Canada’s Skilled Trades Awareness and Readiness 

(STAR) Program, and through the collaborative efforts 

of a number of organizations including Western Joint 

Electrical Training Society (WJETS), the Construction 

Foundation of British Columbia (CFBC) and IBEW 

locals 230, 993 and 1003.

WATT enables individuals who are unable to easily 

access a traditional training program like electrical 

foundations but have the drive to pursue their career 

goals of becoming a Red Seal electrician. WATT 

reduces the barriers faced by youth, Indigenous 

communities, newcomers and women. For example, 

WATT supports and encourages the participation of 

female electricians by providing support networks, 

bringing in guest speakers from the BC Centre for 

Women in the Trades and female WATT graduates, as 

well as sourcing special workwear and tools designed 

specifically for women in the trades.

“We are very proud of the WATT program and the 

opportunity to provide an alternative pathway for 

potential apprentices in the electrical field,” Venoit 

added. “The WATT team is excited to continue providing a pathway 

that assists and lends a hand to deserving individuals who might 

otherwise miss the opportunity to step into a rewarding career as an 

electrician.”

WATT training emphasizes what employers are looking for most 

in a pre-apprentice: Basic hands-on skills, attention to safety and the 

attitude for success. Participants are provided with the tools, boots, 

workwear, safety certificates and skills needed in the first years 

of their apprenticeship. This includes employment with an IBEW 

signatory contractor, individualized support and an ILP (Independent 

Learning Plan) to prepare for their Level 1 electrical training.

With well over 100 students in the system today, the program’s 95 

per cent success rate is attributed in part to the support provided 

for graduates for 12 months following successful completion of 

the three-week program. WATT first equips participants with the 

technical skills and work experience required in a successful 

apprenticeship. Over the next year, apprentices develop the 

academic skills required in trade school so that the prerequisites 

required for the electrical foundations programs are not a roadblock 

on top of the financial barriers experienced by most applicants.

“I wasn’t in a position to go to school for six months and afford 

to live,” said WATT grad Elizabeth. “But the WATT program is the 

alternative, where you can afford to do three weeks. It sets you up 

to accelerate the path towards an apprenticeship where you are 

earning a paycheque.”



CALLING ALL TRADESWOMEN!

Women who belong to a BC Building Trades-affiliated union are 

automatically members of Build TogetHER BC, our women’s committee. 

“Although the COVID-19 pandemic has put some of our usual 

in-person activities on hiatus, we still continue to meet online and look 

at ways to advocate on the issues that are important to women in 

the trades,” said Ashley Duncan, who co-chairs Build TogetHER with 

Chelsea French.

Before the pandemic, Build TogetHER members had been giving 

presentations regularly to youth groups, corrections centres, career 

fairs, trade schools and universities and transition centres. Members 

also participated in countless lobbying events and networking 

opportunities. But those days are gone – temporarily – during the 

pandemic.

“We’re shifting our focus to things that we can do apart, but 

together,” explains French. “For example, our diversity subcommittee is 

interested in taking education around Indigenous history, and that can 

be undertaken online.”

Email your essay, the name of your union,Email your essay, the name of your union,
your contact details and proof of schoolyour contact details and proof of school
enrollment to corry@bcbuildingtrades.org.enrollment to corry@bcbuildingtrades.org.
Questions? Call 604-828-5232.Questions? Call 604-828-5232.

Women in Trades Scholarship 

W I N  $ 1 , 0 0 0 !

Scholarship generously funded by the 
BC Regional Council of Carpenters

TO APPLY
Tell us in 500 words, "What I'm doing/have done/plan
to do to support women in the trades."

DEADLINE
Friday, Jan. 8, 2021, 5 p.m.

ELIGIBILITY
Must be a member of a BC Building Trades affiliate
union, identify as or have experience as a
tradeswoman, be enrolled in one of our union training
schools, and be a Canadian citizen

Build TogetHER wants YOUBuild TogetHER wants YOU

All members of a BC Building Trades-affiliated 
union who are or have experience as women are 
invited to Build TogetHER’s monthly meetings 
over Zoom.

Email corry@bcbuildingtrades.org for a 
meeting schedule and login credentials.

You can also follow Build TogetHER BC on:

facebook.com/buildtogetherbc

Instagram.com/tradieladiesofbc
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Build TogetHER members are also exploring additional 

outreach opportunities, from podcasting and an 

expanded presence on social media to increased 

engagement with traditional media outlets.

“But in order to be successful, we need as many 

tradeswomen involved as possible,” says French. 

mailto:corry@bcbuildingtrades.org
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 It’s OK to seek help
Mental health services are provided free to members
By Jordan Cadrin

Construction Industry Rehabilitation Plan

WHAT IS STRESS?

When we say something like “I’m stressed” or “this is stressful,” 

we might be talking about situations or events that put 

pressure on us. Or we may be talking about our reaction to 

being placed under pressure (that feeling when the demands 

placed on us are difficult to cope with).

Everyone is different; an issue that doesn’t bother you at all 

might cause someone else a lot of stress.

If you’re stressed, you may notice the physical signs at first, 

like tiredness, headaches or nausea. This happens because 

when we feel stressed mentally, our bodies physically release 

hormones called cortisol and adrenaline. This is how the body 

responds to a threat, and it can help you perform in emergency 

situations.

The problem is, if you’re regularly producing high levels of 

these hormones, it can make you feel physically unwell and 

can affect your health long term.

Stress is closely linked to your mental health because stress 

can cause mental health problems, such as anxiety, or make 

existing problems worse. If you experience anxiety, lots of 

everyday situations may be very stressful for you.

If you work in construction, you may often feel like you are 

under a lot of pressure; it’s natural to feel stressed or anxious. 

But if you become overwhelmed by these feelings on a 

regular basis, this could start to negatively affect your health.

WHAT IS ANXIETY?

Anxiety is a word used to describe feelings of unease, 

worry and fear; including both the emotional and physical 

sensations we experience when we are worried or nervous.

Anxiety can feel different for different people; you may 

experience some of the following symptoms:

• Feeling tense, 

nervous, on-edge

• Having a sense of 

dread – fearing the 

worst

• Feeling your mind 

is very busy with 

thoughts

• Dwelling 

on negative 

experiences

• Thinking about 

situations over and 

over again

• Feeling restless and 

not being able to 

concentrate

• Feeling “numb”

• Nausea

• Tense muscles and 

headaches

• Feeling light-headed 

or dizzy

• Faster breathing

• Sweating

• Fast, thumping, or 

irregular heartbeat

• Elevated blood 

pressure

• Difficulty sleeping

• Panic attacks

HOW CAN I MANAGE STRESS?

• Find out what 

triggers your 

feelings of stress

• Talk to friends and 

family

• Use relaxation 

techniques

• Get enough sleep

• Do physical 

activity

• Eat healthy

• Visit specialist 

websites and 

organizations

HOW CAN I MANAGE ANXIETY?

• Talk to someone you 

trust

• Do physical exercise

• Do a breathing 

exercise

• Shift your focus

• Reassure yourself

• Eat healthy

• Keep a journal

• Attend a support 

group

• Talk to your family 

doctor

• Try complementary 

therapies

If you are experiencing a specific mental health problem. Here at CIRP, we’re here for you.

So give us a call at 604-521-8611 or toll-free 1-888-521-8611
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SAFE. SKILLED. PROFESSIONAL.

BC's electrical workers powering BC communities since 1901

IBEW-BC

Local 213 Vancouver
604.571.6500
ibew213.org

Local 230 Victoria
250.388.7374
ibew230.org

Local 258 Burnaby
604.520.3305
ibew258.bc.ca

Local 993 Kamloops
250.376.8755
ibew993.org

Local 1003 Nelson
250.354.4177
ibew1003.org

By Sean Strickland
Executive director, Canada’s Building Trades Unions

THE CONSTRUCTION industry, 

early on, was deemed essential 

in most areas in Canada and 

contractors and tradespeople 

have adapted extremely well 

to ensure the health and safety 

of all workers while continuing 

to build and maintain vital 

infrastructure. I want to first 

and foremost, thank all Building 

Trades members who continue to go to work, every day, to 

build the critical infrastructure needed to keep Canadians safe.

However, with the uncertainty of the effects and duration 

of the pandemic, the economy has taken a hit, lowering 

confidence, causing private sector investments to decrease, 

shrinking work opportunities for contractors and tradespeople 

alike. Project backlogs are diminishing as project tendering 

dries up or is delayed. While our industry has kept working, it is 

troubling to note that current construction employment remains 

8.1 per cent lower than its level pre-COVID-19.

According to Statistics Canada, the COVID-19 pandemic 

has resulted in a considerable slowdown in economic activity 

in Canada and altered the capital investment intentions of 

Canadian companies. Capital expenditures on non-residential 

construction and machinery and equipment are expected to 

decrease 9.5 per cent from 2019 to $242.6 billion in 2020.

A brief on the Canadian construction industry prepared by 

the Ontario Construction Secretariat found that for the first time 

in over a decade, private sector spending was outweighed 

by public sector spending as investors look to the economic 

uncertainty caused by the pandemic and delay or cancel 

spending. Private sector construction capital expenditures is at 

its lowest share since 2006 and currently stands at 51 per cent.

The private sector has retracted their 2020 non-residential 

capital expenditures by 17 per cent ($30.7 billion) from $177.6 to 

$146.8 billion. This is the largest shock to construction private 

sector investment since the great recession of 2009.

In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, building strong 

community infrastructure is more important than ever. We need 

you to tell your locally elected Member of Parliament that we 

need infrastructure spending now.

I look forward to continuing to work closely with the BC 

Building Trades and affiliates to improve the lives of our 

members. 

A Message from CBTU
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